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I. INTRODUCTION 1

Q. Please state your name and business address.2

A. My name is James J. Jerozal Jr.  My business address is Nicor Gas Company, 1844 Ferry 3

Road, Naperville, IL  60563.4

Q. By who are you employed?5

A. I am employed by Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor 6

Gas” or “the Company”).7

Q. What position do you hold at Nicor Gas?8

A. I am the General Manager – Energy Efficiency.9

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY & SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS10

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony?11

A. The purpose of my testimony is to describe Nicor Gas’ energy efficiency strategy and the 12

proposed Energy Efficiency Plan (“EEP”), and to explain how the Company’s EEP meets 13

the requirements of Section 8-104 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”).14

Q. What are your conclusions?15

A. I conclude that the Company’s proposed EEP is cost-effective and reasonable, and will 16

offer Nicor Gas ratepayers a robust and wide-range of energy efficiency programs.  The 17

Company’s EEP is based upon a detailed examination of how Nicor Gas customers 18

currently use natural gas.  Nicor Gas then used the information from that examination, 19

along with the application of industry experience, to develop an array of energy 20

efficiency programs.  In my opinion, the Company’s proposed EEP also provides a solid 21
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foundation for future energy efficiency plans.  Finally, I conclude that Nicor Gas’ EEP 22

meets the applicable requirements of Section 8-104 of the Act23

III. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE24

Q. What are your duties in your position as General Manager - Energy Efficiency?25

A. I am responsible for the development and implementation of strategies, plans and budgets 26

associated with the Nicor Gas’ EEP.  I am also responsible for development and 27

implementation of strategies, plans and budgets associated with Nicor Gas’ Rider 29 -28

Energy Efficiency Plan (“Rider 29”), and a member and the Chairman of the Board of 29

Directors for Efficiency Programs, Inc. (“EPI”) for Rider 29. 30

Q. What are your responsibilities specific to Nicor Gas’ Rider 29 EEP?31

A. My responsibilities specific to Nicor Gas’ Rider 29 can be separated into initial program 32

design and implementation/Fiscal Agent.  I led the development of the initial program 33

designs for the Rider 29 energy efficiency plan through the guidance of an Advisory 34

Board of qualified external stakeholders.  I am also responsible for managing the 35

implementation and delivery of Rider 29 efficiency programs to Nicor Gas’ customers.  36

Finally, Nicor Gas is the Fiscal Agent for Rider 29 and I assist in that responsibility by 37

monitoring its accounting records, ensuring payment of invoices approved by the third-38

party Contract Administrator and assisting with the preparation of periodic financial 39

reports.  I also serve as the day-to-day point of contact for the plan administrator, who is 40

contracted to coordinate execution of the Rider 29 energy efficiency plan.41

Q. What are your responsibilities specific to Nicor Gas’ proposed EEP filed in this 42

proceeding?43
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A. I have overall responsibility for the development of the Company’s EEP, development of 44

the energy efficiency organization, selection and contracting with vendors and other 45

support organizations required to implement the EEP, overall management of the EEP 46

and reporting to the Commission on the results of the Company’s EEP.  47

Q. Please summarize your education background and experience.48

A. I have a Bachelor of Science degree in Bioengineering from Syracuse University.  I have 49

worked in the gas utility industry since 2002 in various positions responsible for Code 50

Compliance, Environmental Health and Safety, and Training and Quality Assurance.  51

Q. Have you previously testified before the Illinois Commerce Commission? 52

A. No.53

Q. Please identify the other Nicor Gas witnesses presenting direct testimony.54

A. In addition to my testimony, two other witnesses are presenting direct testimony in 55

support of the Company’s proposed EEP and Rider 30:  56

 Kevin Lawless (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0) – Mr. Lawless is with Bass & Company 57

Management Consultants, a CSC Company (“Bass”) and presents testimony about 58

the Market Potential Study, the prudence of our EEP, the cost-effectiveness of the 59

EEP, and our process for evaluating the EEP results and effectiveness.60

 Malcolm Quick (Nicor Gas Ex. 3.0) – Mr. Quick presents testimony describing 61

the proposed EEP tariff and cost recovery mechanism, the determination of the 62

2% rate cap constraint pursuant to Section 8-104 of the Act, and related rate and 63

tariff issues.64
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IV. ITEMIZED ATTACHMENTS65

Q. Are there any exhibits to your testimony?66

A. Yes, I am sponsoring, and have attached hereto, several exhibits: 67

 Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1 – Nicor Gas Energy Efficiency Plan 2012-201468

 Nicor Gas Ex. 1.2 – Rider 29 Program Summary69

 Nicor Gas Ex. 1.3 – Percent of Low Income Customer Calculation70

 Nicor Gas Ex. 1.4 – Program Launch Plan71

 Nicor Gas Ex. 1.5 – Overall Plan Cost Summary 72

 Nicor Gas Ex. 1.6 – Annual Energy Efficiency Reduction Requirements73

 Nicor Gas Ex. 1.7 – DCEO EEP Budget and Integrated Gas / Electric Plan74

V. NICOR GAS’ ENERGY EFFICIENCY STRATEGY75

A. Nicor Gas’ Current Energy Efficiency Plan76

Q. Does Nicor Gas currently offer energy efficiency programs?77

A. Yes.  In the Company’s last general rate case, the Commission approved a proposed 78

energy efficiency program, which included a rider cost recovery mechanism.  Docket 79

No. 08-0363, Order at 156-59 (Mar. 25, 2009) (“2009 Rate Case Order”).  Pursuant to the 80

2009 Rate Case Order, the Company developed an initial set of energy efficiency 81

programs in conjunction with an external Advisory Board.  The costs of these programs 82

are recovered through Rider 29, and the program portfolio is now generally known as 83

Rider 29 programs.  These programs were initially launched on May 1, 2010 and are 84

planned to operate until the new Plan is approved and launched.  85
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Q. Please summarize the Rider 29 programs.  86

A Under the conditions of Rider 29, Nicor Gas has budgeted $14.3 million for the period 87

from May 1, 2010 through June 1, 2011.  The program budget is focused on residential 88

customer programs, with 70% of the overall budget planned to be expended on 89

5 residential programs.  The remaining 30% of the budget is focused on programs for 90

commercial and industrial customers.  The programs’ goals and budgets are summarized 91

in Nicor Gas Ex. 1.2.  Nicor Gas anticipates that these programs will reduce customer 92

natural gas demand by 5.6 million net therms per year.93

Q. How did the Company approach development of the Rider 29 programs?  94

A. The Company worked in conjunction with an external Advisory Board, which actually 95

made decisions on programs and vendors within the confines of the Rider 29 program.  96

Rider 29 was intended to be the Company’s first exploratory energy efficiency effort.  97

Under Rider 29, the programs were potentially to last for up to four years.  With the 98

enactment of Section 8-104 of the Act, this timeframe was greatly reduced, as this 99

Section requires gas utilities to launch energy efficiency programs by June 1, 2011, as 100

part of the initial three year plan.101

Q. How have the Rider 29 programs performed since implementation of the plan? 102

A. The programs were launched on May 1, 2010.  While it is still early, Nicor Gas is pleased 103

with the progress of the Rider 29 programs thus far.  Overall, the residential programs are 104

on track to meet projected customer participation rates and energy savings.  The 105

commercial and industrial programs have started slower, but the pipeline of potential 106
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customer projects continues to grow.  Through August 2010, 11,000 customers have 107

participated and over one million therms have been saved on an annualized basis.108

B. Nicor Gas’ Proposed EEP109

Q. What steps did Nicor Gas take to prepare for developing the proposed 2012 – 2014 110

EEP?111

A. Nicor Gas hired a management consulting firm, Bass, to help with the preparation of its 112

plan and to assist the Company in developing the necessary internal plans for an energy 113

efficiency organization and the infrastructure to support this organization.  The decision 114

to hire Bass was premised on a number of factors.  First, Bass has substantial experience 115

in the utility industry and, specifically, in energy efficiency.  For example, two senior 116

members of the Bass team working with the Company have been responsible for 117

managing energy efficiency organizations at other utilities.  Second, Bass is a 118

management consulting firm and would not have a vested interest in running and 119

operating energy efficiency programs, unlike most other vendors which the Company 120

considered.  Third, Bass is familiar with the business and organizational models, business 121

processes, vendor management strategies, and IT systems that other utilities use to carry 122

out their energy efficiency efforts.  This breadth of experience was consistent with Nicor 123

Gas’ view that the Company should treat energy efficiency as a new business unit and not 124

just a regulatory requirement.  Nicor Gas is committed to developing and implementing a 125

robust energy efficiency program, and recognizes that its energy efficiency activities will 126

be a growing and significant portion of the Company’s core competency for years to 127

come.  Consequently, the decision to hire a consulting firm that could provide the full 128
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breadth of services that Nicor Gas required as it embarked on developing the new energy 129

efficiency business unit was a reasonable decision.130

One of the key elements missing in development of the plan was knowledge of 131

the current state of Nicor Gas’ customer base relative to energy efficiency.  Recognizing 132

that the Company required more information to obtain a better understanding of this 133

issue, the Company assigned Bass the task of performing a Market Potential Study 134

(“MPS”).  The outcomes from this study form a key building block not only for the 135

development of the Nicor Gas’ EEP, but also to the evolution of future programs and 136

marketing strategies.  The MPS report is summarized in the direct testimony of 137

Mr. Lawless, Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, and attached to his testimony as Nicor Gas Ex. 2.1.138

The Company also established an Energy Efficiency Department.  The 139

responsibility of that department is to manage all aspects of the Company’s energy 140

efficiency effort.  I was appointed head of that department at the General Manager level.  141

Q. How does Nicor Gas intend to operate its portfolio of proposed energy efficiency 142

programs?  143

A. The Company made the decision to take a much more active role in operating the energy 144

efficiency programs on a going-forward basis.  There are three primary reasons for this 145

decision.  First, is due to the level of change that the energy efficiency programs will 146

have on Nicor Gas customers.  Second is the magnitude of the budget involved.  Third is 147

the potential impact of energy efficiency on operations of the Company’s distribution 148

system.  149
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Q. Describe the types of change expected between Nicor Gas and customers? 150

A. Customers will have the opportunity to communicate with the Company through new 151

communication channels, and are expected to begin making changes in behavior and 152

equipment purchases towards energy efficiency as a result of the Plan.  Examples 153

anticipated include:154

 Use of web portals and local community group involvement to communicate the Plan.155

 Purchasing new energy efficient equipment or retrofitting out-dated systems.  156

 Changing energy use behaviors and habits.157

Section 6 of the Plan describes in detail many of the communication strategies proposed.158

Q. Describe the second reason for the proposed operating strategy.159

A. The second reason the Company is taking a more active role is the magnitude of the 160

budget.  The proposed EEP budget for the three years of the plan is approximately 161

$100 million.  The Company wants to ensure that this budget is prudently managed, for 162

the benefit of customers and the Company alike.  163

Q. What is the third reason for the Company’s proposed operating strategy?164

A. The third reason driving the Company’s decision is the impact energy efficiency is 165

expected to have on the Company’s distribution operations, particularly as the energy 166

efficiency effort grows.  The Company expects that some efficient technologies, if widely 167

accepted by the customer base, may have significant impacts on the Company’s 168

distribution system and overall operations.  One example is the use of new tankless or on-169

demand water heaters.  While this equipment reduces overall consumption, it changes the 170

usage pattern from one that is relatively even for the water heaters commonly used today 171
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to one that has many more peaks.  Because of higher instantaneous flow requirements for 172

the new equipment, the sizing of service lines often must be changed to avoid loss of 173

service to an individual customer due to low pressure.  Nicor Gas will be in a better 174

position to manage these impacts if it is managing the overall operations of the EEP as 175

well.  Given these reasons and the Company’s overall responsibilities to customers, 176

regulators and shareholders, the Company decided to retain significantly more energy 177

efficiency operational functions in-house than for Rider 29.  178

The Company will hire individual program implementation vendors who will 179

operate under the oversight of Nicor Gas program management staff, rather than through 180

a third-party program administrator, as is the design of Rider 29.  Nicor Gas will 181

hire/appoint additional staff to manage overall energy efficiency operations, develop a 182

systems and reporting infrastructure, and lead the execution of customer communication 183

and education activities.  Nicor Gas expects that its energy efficiency staff will grow to 184

approximately 18 employees over the course of the three year plan.  Examples of 185

activities performed by this staff will include hiring and managing external vendors to 186

perform inspections as well as to hire one or more independent program evaluators to 187

perform the required assessments and evaluations.  188

Q. Please summarize the Company’s proposed 2011-2014 EEP.  189

A. In this initial three year plan, Nicor Gas intends to spend nearly $100 million to cost-190

effectively achieve the goal of the EEP, which is to save more than 36 million therms on 191

an annualized basis.  Annual goals increase from 6 million therms in the first plan year, to 192

12 million additional therms in plan year two and, ultimately, 18.4 million added therms 193

in plan year three.  These goals exceed Section 8-104’s requirements of 0.2%, 0.4% and 194
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0.6% of energy savings.  Overall, the EEP costs ramp up from approximately $26 million 195

in the first year to approximately $42 million in the third program year, as shown in 196

Nicor Gas Ex. 1.5.  Nicor Gas’ proposed EEP is designed to provide all customer 197

segments, with the exception of customers identified in Section 8-104(m), opportunities 198

to become more efficient consumers of natural gas.  Participation is estimated at more 199

than 300,000 customers during the three years of the EEP.  The detailed annual program 200

goals and budgets are summarized in Table 7 of Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1.  201

The EEP contains 13 programs: 6 targeted to residential customers, and 7 targeted 202

to commercial and industrial customers.  Some programs initially will be introduced as a 203

pilot and will launch on a larger scale in later years.  The schedule of this phased program 204

roll-out is shown in Nicor Gas Ex. 1.4.205

Q. What principles guided Nicor Gas in the development of its proposed EEP?206

A. There are four primary principles that guided our development of the EEP.  The first was 207

to leverage the programs and experience from Rider 29.  About half of the EEP programs 208

that exist in the current Rider 29 programs are either being extended or further expanded 209

in this EEP, as shown in Nicor Gas Ex. 1.4.  The second principle was to collaborate with 210

other utilities, both gas and electric, and the Illinois Department of Community and 211

Economic Opportunity (“DCEO”).  Most of the programs in the Company’s EEP contain 212

some level of collaboration or joint marketing with Commonwealth Edison Company 213

(“ComEd”) or the gas utilities in the state.  See Nicor Gas Ex. 1.4.  In addition, Nicor Gas 214

collaborated with the electric utilities’ Stakeholder Advisory Group (“SAG”).  This 215

collaboration, in both the programs contained in the plan and the process of developing 216

the plan, has helped Nicor Gas develop a robust plan that will benefit our customers and 217
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the State.  The third principle was to incorporate the lessons learned from Nicor Gas’ 218

MPS.  The fourth principle was to develop a plan that is scalable and provides energy 219

efficiency opportunities to all eligible customers, whether residential, commercial or 220

industrial. 221

Q. What is the strategy for the Nicor Gas EEP?222

A. There are five components to the Nicor Gas energy efficiency strategy.  These strategic 223

components are intended to drive a successful and cost effective program design for 224

Nicor Gas and its customer base.  The five components are: (1) customer engagement; 225

(2) infrastructure development; (3) collaboration; (4) staged implementation; and 226

(5) engagement with existing regional and national groups.  The first component, 227

customer engagement, started with the development of the MPS and continues through 228

the design of a broad-based set of programs intended to engage all customer segments.  229

This component also moves forward with the engagement of customers in a series of pilot 230

and emerging technology programs.231

The second component, infrastructure development, is based on the premise that 232

Nicor Gas will be engaged in the energy efficiency business for the foreseeable future.  233

Consequently, supporting this new business requires systems, employees, and vendor 234

infrastructure to be developed early in the process in order to best manage costs and 235

performance in the long run.  The third component, collaboration, will be a hallmark of 236

the Nicor Gas EEP.  As noted above, the Company has partnered with other utilities in 237

Illinois, as well as DCEO, to develop programs designed to do what is best for our 238

customer base.  In addition, although not a member of the electric utilities’ SAG, Nicor 239

Gas personnel have regularly attended SAG meetings.  The fourth component, staged 240
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implementation, recognizes that Nicor Gas and its customers are relative newcomers to 241

energy efficiency.  Programs are designed and launched in a structured process with the 242

intent to maintain a quality program delivery and build customer awareness through 243

education, while allowing Nicor Gas personnel to apply lessons learned from earlier 244

program launches.  The investigation and deployment of emerging technologies as 245

outlined in the EEP will also allow ratepayers to benefit from new offerings that can be 246

offered in future program years.  247

Finally, as to the fifth component, Nicor Gas intends to participate in regional and 248

national forums, meetings and organizations.  The goal of the Company’s participation in 249

such events is to learn from the experience of other entities involved in energy efficiency 250

efforts, as well as obtain information about new ideas and strategies.  Ultimately, 251

participation in these events is to help Nicor Gas’ efforts in meeting or exceeding the 252

EEP’s goals.253

VI. MEETING THE STANDARDS OF THE ACT254

Q. Does the Nicor Gas EEP meet the minimum energy savings requirement in 255

Section 8-104(c)?  256

A. Yes.  While I am not an attorney, I believe that the Nicor Gas EEP meets the required 257

energy savings standard of 0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% in 2012, 2013 and 2014, respectively.  258

Expected energy savings exceed the incremental annual requirements as well as the 259

accumulated requirements over the course of the three year plan.  Energy savings 260

produced in combination by Nicor Gas-operated programs and DCEO-operated programs 261

are expected to be 6.1 million therms in the first year, 12.2 million therms in the second 262
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year, and 18.4 million therms in the third year.  The detail of how these goals exceed the 263

minimum energy savings requirement is shown in Nicor Gas Ex. 1.6 264

In addition, the sum of Nicor Gas’ three year EEP goals exceeds the requirement 265

of 1.2% energy savings by 2014.  The therm goals are based upon the 2009 total amount 266

of gas delivered to retail customers, 301.3 Bcf, according to Section 8-104(c).267

Q. Does the Nicor Gas EEP provide specific proposals to meet new building and 268

appliance standards as required by Section 8-104(f)(2)?  269

A. Yes.  All programs within the Nicor Gas EEP require that customers meet new building 270

or appliance standards as a requirement of enrollment.  In many cases the programs 271

require customers to significantly exceed minimum appliance standards in order to earn 272

an incentive.  Nicor Gas will be providing customers and trade allies with substantial 273

amounts of educational material about building and appliance standards as part of its EEP 274

communication efforts.  A number of programs directly address new building standards, 275

including the new construction programs.  To qualify for this program, builders must 276

meet all requirements of the ENERGY STAR National Performance Path standard, which 277

is met by reaching an acceptable Home Energy Rating as well as install high efficiency 278

natural gas heating and water heating equipment.  Several programs directly address 279

helping customers to exceed the existing appliance standards including the Heating and 280

Appliance Incentive Program and Business Incentive Program.  281

Q. Has the Company calculated the estimated cost per therm of its EEP as required by 282

Section 8-104(f)(3)?  283

A. Yes.  These calculations are discussed in Mr. Quick’s direct testimony.284
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Q. Has the Company coordinated with DCEO for the required low income programs, 285

as required by Section 8-104(f)(3)?  286

A. Yes.  DCEO is presenting a portfolio of programs targeting customers below 80% of the 287

median income level.  Discussion of these programs can be found in the DCEO filing.  288

The Company believes that there is sufficient funding for DCEO to operate the low 289

income programs within the Nicor Gas service territory based on the 25% funding level 290

that will be allocated to DCEO.  The low income calculation provided by DCEO for the 291

Nicor Gas territory is shown in Nicor Gas Ex. 1.3.292

Q. How will Nicor Gas fund DCEO programs, per the requirements of 293

Section 8-104(e)? 294

A. Pursuant to the requirements of Section 8-104(e), Nicor Gas will provide 25% of each 295

year’s budget to DCEO.  As the Nicor Gas budget increases to meet the ramped goals, 296

DCEO’s funding will increase as well.  DCEO funding is anticipated to be $5.3 million, 297

$7.9 million and $10.2 million in the three years of the plan, respectively.  DCEO has 298

indicated that they would prefer a flat funding mechanism of $7.3 million over three 299

years.  The Company has concerns with that approach, as it will take time for DCEO to 300

ramp up its programs, just as it will take Nicor Gas time to ramp up programs over the 301

three year period.  While Nicor Gas has no disagreement with DCEO on its proposed 302

programs, as presented at the SAG meeting on July 13, 2010, the Company would prefer 303

that the DCEO budget is aligned with the Company’s.  304
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Q. Has Nicor Gas coordinated with DCEO, as set forth in Section 8-104(f)(4)?  305

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas has worked closely with DCEO in the development of processes needed 306

to avoid duplication of services in Nicor Gas’ service territory, as well as in the 307

development of DCEO programs.  Nicor Gas has supported DCEO by sharing its 308

program concepts, market information, and cost-effectiveness model information, and by 309

providing DCEO access to Nicor Gas’ consultants to understand information developed 310

for the EEP.  DCEO is presenting a portfolio of programs targeting customer sectors 311

listed in Section 8-104(f)(4), which includes local government, municipal corporations, 312

school districts, and community colleges.  (See Nicor Gas Ex. 1.7).  Additionally, DCEO 313

shall provide programs targeting households with incomes at or below 80% of area 314

median income.  Coordination with DCEO is further described in Section 1.2 of the EEP. 315

Q. Summarize the Company’s collaboration with DCEO.316

A. There is no fundamental disagreement between the Company and DCEO as far as 317

program design as presented at the SAG, although the Company has not yet had the 318

opportunity to review the DCEO final plan prior to filing.  On a funding basis there is 319

disagreement.  As explained previously, the Company believes the DCEO budget should 320

be established on a ramped basis over three years, consistent with the Company’s 321

obligation to allocate 25% of the Company’s annual budget to DCEO.  322

Q. Is the Nicor Gas EEP cost-effective, as set forth in Section 8-104(f)(5)?323

A. Yes.  The statute requires gas utilities to use the Total Resource Cost (“TRC”) benefit-324

cost test to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of individual programs and the overall 325

portfolio of programs.  Each of the Company’s proposed programs, as well as the entire 326
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portfolio of programs, meets the TRC test.  Specifically, the overall plan has a TRC of 327

2.2, 2.6, and 2.9 for years one through three of the plan, respectively.  The detailed 328

benefit-cost analysis for each program is contained in Chapter 5 of the EEP.  The benefit-329

cost analysis and how it is applied is more fully explained in the testimony of 330

Mr. Lawless Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0.331

Q. Does the Company’s EEP meet the requirement of keeping customer price increases 332

to less than 2%, as set forth in Section 8-104(f)(7)?333

A. Yes.  We have calculated the 2% rate cap at approximately $47 million.  While the EEP 334

budget will approach this 2% constraint in Year 3, Nicor Gas expects that, given the 335

goals in the plan, the Company will be able to attain the goals in the Act for each year, 336

and stay beneath the rate cap.  The expected rate impacts are 0.90% in year 1.34 in year 337

2, and 1.74% in year 3 of the plan.  Calculations pertaining to the rate cap are more fully 338

described in the testimony of Mr. Quick, Nicor Gas Ex. 3.2.  339

Q. Does the Nicor Gas EEP meet the requirements for reporting and evaluation of the 340

programs, as set forth in Section 8-104(f)(8)?341

A. Yes.  There are four requirements:  quarterly reports, independent annual reviews, full 342

independent evaluations after three years, and adjustment of measures on a go-forward 343

basis.  The Company will meet the quarterly reporting requirement by filing status reports 344

approximately 90 days after the end of each quarter.  Nicor Gas has budgeted for the next 345

two requirements as part of its overall evaluation plan documented in Chapter 7 of the 346

EEP (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1).  In addition, Nicor Gas has budgeted 3% of the total EEP 347

spending for each year’s evaluation work as shown in Table 17 of the EEP.  Nicor Gas 348
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will hire one or more independent evaluators to perform the annual review and the third 349

year full evaluation.  350

Nicor Gas recommends that an appropriate way to handle going-forward 351

adjustments to savings calculations will be to apply Year 1 and Year 2 evaluation work to 352

the development of the next three year plan.  In essence, savings for the three year plan 353

for most measures would be evaluated based on the best information at hand at the time 354

the plan was filed with the Commission.  Nicor Gas witness, Mr. Lawless, discusses this 355

point in greater detail in his testimony (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0).356

VII. POLICY AND OPERATING ISSUES357

Q. Why does the Nicor Gas EEP budget ramp-up over the three program years?358

A. Nicor Gas is presenting a prudent and thoughtful plan that allows a reasonable ramp-up 359

of programs to achieve the significant therm goals while being mindful of the rate impact 360

to the customer.  Prior to this filing, Nicor Gas’ only experience with energy efficiency 361

programs has been the Company’s recent efforts related to Rider 29, which is a 362

significantly smaller program, with no mandated therm saving goals.  Nicor Gas is 363

choosing to internalize most of the strategic and planning activities for energy efficiency, 364

but it will take time to build the necessary core competency within the new Nicor Gas 365

Energy Efficiency Department.  Nicor Gas has concluded that rapid ramp-up of goals 366

requires more staff education that will take time to develop so that appropriate control 367

and innovation can be applied going forward.  As a result of this approach, the EEP 368

allows the Company to exceed the statutory goals, while concurrently building the 369

internal processes, staffing and expertise needed to ultimately operate an annual 370
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$47 million program that provides a high quality, cost effective experience for our 371

customers.372

Q. Will Nicor Gas require budget flexibility during the three year EEP?  373

A. Yes.  Once programs are launched and EEP operations commence, there will be 374

numerous market conditions that occur that will impact results.  For instance, customers 375

could respond to a program more quickly than planned, which could result in program 376

budget being expended prior to the end of a year, or the three year period.  As such, this 377

could mean that Nicor Gas would need to shut down a program because it is too 378

successful resulting in an “over subscription” from customers.  In other cases, customers 379

may not respond to Nicor Gas communications and incentives sufficiently, which may 380

mean that the Company needs to increase rebate levels or its communication efforts.  381

Consequently, providing the Company with budget flexibility to manage such situations 382

is reasonable.  In many jurisdictions, utilities are provided budget and goal flexibility 383

within constraints to best manage these situations, without direct oversight.  384

Q. What does Nicor Gas propose regarding goal and budget flexibility?  385

A. The Company proposes four types of flexibility.  First, the Company requests the 386

flexibility to exceed individual and market sector (residential and business) level energy 387

savings goals, assuming the programs remain cost-effective.  Second, the Company 388

requests the flexibility to shift budgets within both of the two market sectors between 389

programs in response to market conditions, assuming the individual programs continue to 390

be cost-effective.  Third, the Company proposes that it be allowed to spend up to 20% 391

more than planned within each of the market sectors, assuming that cost-effectiveness is 392

maintained.  Fourth, the Company proposes that it be allowed to add additional cost-393
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effective measures to programs without prior Commission approval.  The Company will 394

highlight significant changes in its required quarterly reports to the Commission.  395

Q. How will the Company transition from Rider 29?  396

A. If the Company receives a Commission decision at the same time as the Commission’s 397

decision on ComEd’s proposed plan, the process is relatively straightforward.  The 398

Company will continue the Rider 29 programs that are completely similar to what is 399

proposed in the EEP (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.4).  However, if the Commission enters an Order 400

on the Company’s EEP much later than the ComEd Order, or a decision that does not 401

allow the Company to fully prepare for the June 1, 2011 launch of the EEP programs, a 402

different strategy will be taken.  The entire portfolio of Rider 29 will need to continue 403

until the Company and ComEd can fully prepare for the joint and collaborative program 404

launches.  This may necessitate the continuation of Rider 29 until a date later than June 1, 405

2011.  The Commission should recognize that the two utility’s program portfolios are 406

intertwined and a late decision for the Nicor Gas EEP will also impact ComEd’s ability to 407

timely launch their programs.  Both utilities have aggressive goals and may need to 408

pursue alternative actions depending on when the Commission enters an Order 409

addressing Nicor Gas’ EEP.410

Q. Is the EEP designed so that there is a significant degree of collaboration with 411

electric utilities?412

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas has worked hard to integrate its programs wherever appropriate with 413

applicable electric utilities.  Table 3 of the plan (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1) shows which 414

programs are planned to operate as joint or cooperative programs.  Joint programs are 415

defined as programs where there is a high degree of partnership, potentially including the 416
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utilities jointly hiring implementation vendors.  Cooperative programs are those where 417

the utilities run similar programs, but are primarily sharing leads and performing some 418

joint marketing.  For joint programs, administrative costs are to be shared on a customer’s 419

avoided cost basis.  Nicor Gas personnel and its consulting team have met with ComEd 420

and Ameren personnel many times to develop agreement on operating programs for the 421

joint and cooperative programs.  Formal agreements will be developed over the coming 422

months and signed after plans are approved by the Commission.423

Q. Does the collaboration with ComEd and other utilities benefit the EEP?424

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas’ territory has significant overlap with ComEd’s territory.  Nicor Gas and 425

ComEd have already found opportunities to collaborate on programs under Rider 29, and 426

have leveraged that experience to expand significantly the joint and cooperative programs 427

under the Rider 29 programs.  This cooperation has resulted in lower administrative 428

costs, consistent implementer contractor work, leveraged vendor pricing, and a single 429

one-time gas and electric energy efficiency offering to the customer.  430

Q. If the ComEd program is approved on a different timeline than the Nicor Gas EEP, 431

what are the consequences?432

A. The Nicor Gas and ComEd proposed programs include six joint and five cooperative 433

residential and business programs.  Nicor Gas and ComEd have synchronized these 434

programs to operate together from a budgeting, participation, marketing, and cost saving 435

perspective.  I believe this collaboration is rare across the country.  Timing of the 436

program launch is critical to the success of the program, and could jeopardize the overall 437

ability of both the ComEd and Nicor Gas portfolio to achieve the therm goals of the Act.  438

As discussed in the Company’s Petition, the Company is requesting a review period to 439
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parallel that of ComEd, such that all the joint and coordinated programs may achieve 440

their implementation and benefit cost design targets.  Inability to receive approval in a 441

similar timeframe with ComEd may require programs to be significantly redesigned or 442

completely abandoned.443

VIII. CONCLUSION444

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?445

A. Yes.446




